UI Design

Project 1

The Worst of the Web
Have you encountered a really bad website?
What about something like this?
Or a site like this?

Or like this one http://www.lingscars.com/?
Can you figure out what the site is about? How the site makes you feel?

- Irritated?
- Confused?
- Lost?
- Not motivated to navigate the site?
- Overwhelmed?
- Tired?
- Cheated?
- Bored?
- Distracted?
- What else?
Do you know why it made you feel that way?

• Too much information?
• The content had no organization?
• Functionality?
• No color scheme or too many color schemes?
• Animations?
• Too many different fonts?
• Font size too little or too big or too much variation?
• Sound?
• Images galore?
• Interactivity?
• What else?
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1. Homepage
The website looks messy. I have no idea where to start.
Words and pictures aren’t in a good organization.
Also, it is very long but there is no any button for going back.
I need to scroll up to the very top after scrolling it down.

2. Topics
It collects cartoons by topics.
However, some topics are shown by words, while others shown by pictures! Where is my interested topic?
It seems like the website selects some Hot Topics which they think the public would be the most interested in and puts big images on, instead of words only.
But all of them are not in an order!
“Words Only Topics” are not in an alpha sequence or other obvious arrangement, such as business, sports, etc.
“Pictures’ Topics” are not in any order, either.

3. Font
Fonts of “Words Only Topics” are very small
but fonts on “Pictures’ Topics” are big and all in different sizes.

4 Navigation system
There is no navigation system on the homepage to help the audience find what they are looking for.
Not until I click on the button named “New Columns Today On The Cagle Post” will I find “Search our Site.”

5 Pages
After choosing a topic, I look through cartoons on the first page from the top to the bottom.
When I reach the bottom, I have no idea how many pages are left. There is only a “Next” button.
However, when I scroll up again to the very top, I see all numbers of pages, like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5….
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Case Studies:

Yale School of Art — Info site for Yale’s art school. Is this site so bad, its good? Or just bad?

Sofake.com — a design promo site with an inventive navigation — does it work or is it confusing?
Web Design I

The Worst of the Web

Grading Criteria: 15 pts

Due Class 2
"Really bad site" posted by class time 2 pt
"Really bad site" presentation of at least 5 relevance & interesting issues 2 pt

Due Class 3
Presentation/posted "Really bad site" redesigned update 2.5 pt
Finished Flowchart of Redesigned Site 2.5 pt

Due Class 4
Finished and posted to Wordpress with before and after photos 2 pt
Flowchart is posted and used for redesign 2 pt
"Really bad site" redesigned with addressed 5 issues presented 2 pt
Questions?

You will be expected to turn in all assignments on their due dates. Assignments turned in late will accrue point losses (remember for each part of an assignment you don’t hand in on time you get an F (zero) for that portion).

Late assignments are not eligible for resubmission. All assignments turned in on time may be improved or redone and resubmitted up until the last day of resubmissions.

Extra credit points can be earned by doing more or attending various art & digital media-related

Don’t forget to post your site and comments before class starts!!!

Check website Resources for sites.